
AFN report detailsdetlails native
problems ahrthrthroughout6ughout state
arA report detailing the overall status

0off alalaska natives issued by the alaska
federation of natives shows a fun-
damentalda failure of state and federal
policies in rural alaska

it shows that despite improvements
in health educational opportunity
standard of living and access to
government services an increasing
number ofalaska natives face grave
risks and declining opportunities

the AFN report on the status of
alaska natives A call for action
was produced by AFN with assistance
from the institute of social and
economic research

while many reports have been
written to document various aspects of
problems existing in rural alaska
none have been able to give native
leaders and policymakers the perspec-
tivetive they need to understand how these
problems are interrelatedinter related said AFN
president janie leask

the analysis suggests that more
often than not public policies and in-
terventions intendintendedjlpintendedwedW assist native
individuals families and communities
have created and perpetuated
dependence rather than self
sufficiency

the report documents alarmingly
high rates of health and social
disorders and points to a 1988 state-
ment by dr john middaugh the state
epidemiologist who characterized the
present status of alaska natives as a

health crisis and a modernmodem plague
of our young

the data are so stark that it is no
exaggeration to say that absent time-
ly and dramatic action the prognosis

thette datatre so stark
that itft Is no exaggera-
tion to say thatthat the
prognosis for postivecostive
change is poor

fortor positive change is poor said
leask

the report has been submitted to
native leaders throughout the state
alaskasalanskas congressional delegation
sen daniel inouye D hawaii chair-
man of the senate select committee
on indian affairs and gov steve
cowper

according to alan parker chief of
staff for the senate select committee
on indian affairs the rereport will be
the subject of hearings this spring in
both washington DC ind alaska
the DC hearing has been set for
march 10

our challenge is to neither despair
nor believe we can muddle through
these problems doing business as
usual leask said the report is a
call for action


